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Coupled pumps
General information

Coupled pumps - two or more consequently installed pumps.

The main coupled pump (first pump) is variable displacement axial piston pump 416 series.
Design of 416 series pumps provides installation of additional pump or group of pumps.
Additional pumps are mounted on back cap of pump 416 series coaxial to pump shaft.

Any kind of pump can be mounted including:
such gear pumps as:
- НШ10
- НШ32
- НШ50
- НШ100

Axial piston pumps of “Pnevmostroimashina” JSC manufacture:
- fixed displacement units series 210, 310 and 411
- variable displacement units 313 and 416 series

Pumps of other manufacture with mounting dimensions as per SAE standard:
- flange SAE A, spline 9 teeth 16/32 pitch;
- flange SAE A, spline 11 teeth 16/32 pitch;
- flange SAE B, spline 13 teeth 16/32 pitch;
- flange SAE B, spline 15 teeth 16/32 pitch;
- flange SAE C, spline 15 teeth 16/32 pitch;
- flange SAE C, spline 21 teeth 16/32 pitch;
- flange SAE C, spline 14 teeth 12/24 pitch.

Coupled pumps are intended for application in road construction, municipal equipment, agriculture, forestry, 
drilling rigs.
Coupled pumps help to exclude distributing gearbox of pumps from the unit design, and in some cases - belt 
drive of pumps. Due to exclusion of complicated joints the production cost is decreased, reliability is increased.

“Pnevmostroimashina” JSC serially manufactures pumps 416 series with working displacement: 28, 71, 90, 112, 
125.
The present leaflet contains application fields of coupled pumps consisting of two transmission pumps 416 
series with different versions of working displacement:

416.0.125 + 416.0.125 416.0.112 + 416.0.112 416.0.90 + 416.0.90                  416.0.71 + 416.0.71  
416.0.28 + 416.0.28
416.0.125 + 416.0.112 416.0.112 + 416.0.90 416.0.90 + 416.0.71    416.0.71 + 416.0.28
416.0.125 + 416.0.90 416.0.112 + 416.0.71 416.0.90 + 416.0.28
416.0.125 + 416.0.71 416.0.112 + 416.0.28
416.0.125 + 416.0.28

Each pump can be equipped with the following options:
- proportional electric control 12 V / 24 V;
- proportional hydraulic control;
- proportional servo control;
- direct proportional hydraulic control (without feedback);
- discreat (two-positional) electric control 12 V / 24 V.
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416.0.28 + 313.2.12.300.4
consists of:
- pump 416.0.28 with proportional hydraulic control
- pump 313.2.12.300.4 with constant pressure regulator

416.0.71 + 416.0.28
consist of:
- pump 416.0.71 with proportional servo control
- pump 416.0.28 with proportional servo control

416.0.90 + 313.4.80.290.82
consists of:
- pump 416.0.90 with proportional electric control
- pump 313.4.80.290.82 with constant difference regulator LS

416.0.90 + 416.0.90
consists of:
- pump 416.0.90 with proportional electric control
- pump 416.0.90 with proportional electric control

416.0.125 + НШ20
consists of:
- pump 416.0.125 with proportional servo control
- gear pump НШ20

416.0.112 + 310.2.28
consists of:
- pump 416.0.112 with proportional electric control
- fixed displacement pump 310.2.28

416.0.125 + 411.0.56
consists of:
- pump 416.0.125 with proportional servo control
- fixed displacement pump 411.0.56

416.0.125 + 416.0.90
consists of:
- pump 416.0.125 with proportional servo control
- pump 416.0.90 with proportional servo control

416.0.125 + 416.0.125
consists of:
- pump 416.0.125 with proportional servo control
- pump 416.0.125 with proportional servo control

Examples of coupled pumps
serially manufactured by “Pnevmostroimashina” JSC
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Purpose

Vibratory rollers with smooth wheels are 
intended for compaction of surfaces made of 
asphalt mineral mix and foundations made 
of road-construction materials at sufficient 
operation volumes on the roads of general use 
and internal roads.

Hydraulic drive

Hydraulic drive provides:
- drive of roller travel
- drive of vibration launcher

Two versions of hydraulic circuits are possible 
(see Fig.):
- as per parallel circuit
- as per sequential circuit

Control

Control can be:
- mechanic (servo control)
- hydraulic
- electronic
- electric

Control of vibration launcher drive hydraulic 
circuit can be electric proportional with feed-
back - installation of any vibration speed is 
possible. It can be dependent of environmen-
tal factors f.i. roller travel speed.

Vibratory roller
with smooth wheels

Hydraulic circuit
parallel connection of hydraulic motors

Hydraulic circuit
serial connection of hydraulic motors

Purpose

Ground vibratory rollers are intended 
for compaction of preliminary prepared 
grounds consisting of bulk materials, for 
compaction of fine gravel and sand.

Hydraulic drive

Hydraulic drive provides:
- roller travel drive
- vibration launcher drive

Control

Control can be:
- mechanic (servo control)
- hydraulic
- electric
- electronic

Control of vibration launcher drive hydrau-
lic circuit can be electric proportional with 
feedback - installation of any vibration 
speed is possible. It can be dependent 
of environmental factors f.i. roller travel 
speed.

Hydraulic circuit

Ground vibratory roller
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Compactor
(for household waste ground)

Purpose

Compactors for household and production waste.

Hydraulic drive

Hydraulic drive provides compactor travel drive.

Control

Control can be:
- mechanic (servo control)
- hydraulic
- electric
- electronic

Bulldozer

Purpose

Bulldozers are intended for layerwise excavating, plan-
ning and ground shifting, for mineral deposits, road 
construction and other materials during construction 
and repair of roads, channels, hydrotechnical and other 
foundations. Bulldozers are applied for placer mining, 
at dump pits, during revegetation as auxiliary equip-
ment at borrow pits. 

Hydraulic drive

Hydraulic drive provides bulldozer travel with possibil-
ity of turning on the spot (sides counter travel).

Control

Electronic regulation with controller and joystick.
Electronic control system provides:
- direct motion of bulldozer (sides synchronisation)
- protection of diesel from overload
- control and indication of emergency situations

Hydraulic circuit Hydraulic circuit
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DrillingMini loader with skid steering

Purpose

Drilling rigs are intended for drilling vertical and slant 
wells. Applied in construction, geologic exploration, 
construction of power lines.

Hydraulic drive

Hydraulic drive provides:
- rotary drive
- pulling winch drive (dropping / lifting of drilling tools)

Control

Control can be:
- mechanic (servo control)
- hydraulic
- electric
- electronic

Purpose

Miniloaders with skid steering - versatile compact 
off-road caterpillar machines with pneumatic stroke in-
tended for operation in restricted space: urban streets, 
production workshops, warehouses, docks, ships etc. 
As both right and left side wheels are driven with sepa-
rate motors and are able to operate in counterrotation 
mode the mini loader can turn almost on one spot.

Hydraulic drive

Hydraulic drive provides loader travel with the possibil-
ity of turning on the spot (sides countertravel).

Control

Control can be:
- mechanic (servo control)
- hydraulic
- electric
- electronic

Hydraulic circuitHydraulic circuit
parallel connection hydraulic motors
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Forestry tracked chassis Mulcher

Purpose

Mulchers are intended for
- dumping and grinding of trees
- grubbing during the forest restoration and 
road construction
- brush cutting
- cleaning of woodland from brushwood, 
grinding of fallen brush
- elimination of forest residues after forest 
procurement
- construction and maintenance of power and 
communication lines
- construction and maintenance of gas and oil 
piping
- clearance and maintenance of shore line
- arrangement and maintenance of fire lane
- selective cutting, landscape works
- clearance and preparation of construction 
and industrial areas

Hydraulic drive

Hydraulic drive provides:
- mulcher travel drive with the possibility of 
turning on the spot (sides countertravel)
- mulch mounting drive

Control

Control can be:
- mechanic (servo control)
- hydraulic
- electric
- electronic

Purpose

Forestry basic tracked chassis is intended for 
transportation of large and middle scale wood 
in semisubmerged position, for installation of 
forest fire fighting complexes.

Hydraulic drive

Hydraulic drive provides tracked chassis travel 
with the possibility of turning on the spot (sides 
countertravel).

Control

Electronic control with controller and joystick.
Electronic control system provides:
- direct travel of chassis (sides synchronisation)
- protection of diesel from overload
- control and indication of emergency situations

Hydraulic circuit

Hydraulic circuit
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Screw feed rotary 
snow cleaner 

Power unit

Purpose

Power unit is used for works in device with mount-
ed adapters, performing wide range of agricultural 
works: cutting and placing in windrows, crushing, 
grinding.

Hydraulic drive

hydraulic drive provides the travel

Control

Control can be:
- mechanic (servo control)
- hydraulic
- electric
- electronic

Purpose

Screw feed rotary snow cleaner is intended for 
snow cleaning of airfields, automobile roads and 
other territorries, for pushing back snow banks 
created by other snow cleaners, for snow loading 
into transportation devices with the help of load-
ing chute.

Hydraulic drive

Hydraulic drive provides:
- screw feed rotation drive
- rotor rotation drive

Control

Control can be:
- mechanic (servo control)
- hydraulic
- electric
- electronic

Hydraulic circuit

Hydraulic circuitHydraulic circuit
parallel connection of hydraulic motors
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Paddy harvestor Power-operated 
fertilization distributor

Purpose

High efficiency power-operated spraying machine 
is intended for chemical protection of different 
plants and injection of mineral fertilization

Hydraulic drive

Hydraulic drive provides the travel of distributor.

Control

Control can be:
- mechanic (servo control)
- hydraulic
- electric
- electronic

Purpose

Track-mounted paddy harvestors for rice and 
crops in high humidity climate

 

Hydraulic drive

Hydraulic drive provides harvestors travel with the 
possibility of turning on the spot (sides counter-
travel).

Control

Control can be:
- mechanic (servo control)
- hydraulic
- electric
- electronic

Hydraulic circuit Hydraulic circuit
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